


HISTORY

CELEBRATING 100 YEARS IN THE FAST LANE

On December 1, 1914 in the heart of Bologna, the brothers Alfieri, Ettore and 
Ernesto Maserati founded the company that would change automotive history. 
A century later, cars bearing the Trident represent the passion, innovation and 
eternal quest for perfection that have been a hallmark of Masreati automobiles 
from the very beginning. 
To celebrate its centenary, Maserati has produced an automobile whose every 
last detail expresses the excellence of the marque. It is a car of peerless luxury, 
unrestrained power and performance, state-of-the-art technology and consummate 
craftsmanship. This is the GranTurismo MC Centennial Edition — the most extreme 
iteration of coupe and convertible — sporting the exquisite lines that have made the 
GranTurismo an international design icon since its introduction.
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BIRDCAGE
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1959

1970

1964

1998

SOCIETà ANONIMA 
OFFICINE ALFIERI MASERATI

Alfieri, ettore And 
ernesto MAserAti 

open A cAr workshop At 
1, viA de’pepoli in 

BolognA, itAly.

TIPO 26
with Alfieri MAserAti 

At the wheel, 
the tipo 26 enters 

And wins its first rAce. 
it is A clAss victory 

At the 1926 
tArgA florio.

HISTORY

wilBurn shAw At the 
wheel of the “Boyle 

speciAl” 8 ctf wins 
the indiAnApolis 500 

At the AverAge speed 
of 185.131 kM/h 

(115.035 Mph).

1939
At the frAnkfurt Auto 
show, the fifth generAtion 
of QuAttroporte is unveiled. 
it is the first MAserAti 
designed By PININFARINA in 
50 yeArs.

2003
At the nAiAs in detroit 
the NEw QuATTROPORTE 
AuTOMATIC is unveiled. 
it is the first AutoMAtic 
Model MAde By MAserAti.

2007

At the wheel of the sAMe 
cAr, wilBurn shAw wins 
for the second consecutive 
tiMe the indiAnApolis 500 
At the AverAge speed of 
183.911 kM/h (114.227 Mph).

1940
STIRLING MOSS And dAn 
gurney win the 1000 
kM of nürBurgring in 
A MAserAti BirdcAge 
tipo 61.

1960
the ABsolute 
opposite 
of ordinAry.

2014
second consecutive win 
for the MAserAti BirdcAge 
tipo 61 At the 1000 kM of 
nürBurgring. this yeAr the 
drivers Are: stirling Moss, 
MAsten gregory And 
lloyd cAsner. 

1961

AndreA Bertolini And the 
MAserAti Mc12 Are the fiA gt 
world chAMpions. 
AndreA is the first itAliAn to 
win A fiA world chAMpionship 
since AlBerto AscAri in 1953. 
for MAserAti it is the first 
fiA world title since 
fAngio’s in 1957.

2010
A silent Auction in new york to 
Benefit the itAliAn-AMericAn 
cAncer foundAtion is the 
setting for MAserAti’s officiAl 
return to the united stAtes 
After A twelve-yeAr ABsence. 
the cAr Auctioned thAt night is 
the newly introduced MAserAti 
spyder convertiBle designed 
By GIORGETTO GIuGIARO.

2001
At the NüRBuRGRING 
JuAn MAnuel fAngio wins the 
gerMAn gp At the wheel of 
the 250 f. with this success, 
fAngio clAiMed the forMulA one 
world chAMpionship title.

1957
JuAN MANuEL FANGIO
wins the itAliAn gp 
on A MAserAti A6gcM. 
it is fAngio’s first 
victory in f1 with 
MAserAti And MAserAti’s 
first overAll win in f1. 

1953
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Carbon fiber hood in body color

the MAserAti grAnturisMo Mc  |   CENTENNIAL EDITION

THE PRODuCT OF POwER AND PASSION

The fastest, lightest, most powerful model in the GranTurismo range is now 
the most visually dramatic. The new Rosso Magma color reveals the car’s 
lines in a new light, making it appear in motion even when it is standing still. 
This special pearlescent red paint is applied in three coats, with undertones 
of purple and dark blue, and varies in color depending on how the light strikes 
it. Rosso Magma is unique to the GranTurismo MC Centennial Edition, a unique 
interpretation of Italy’s traditional motorsports racing color.

THE masEraTi GraNTUrismO mC 
CENTENNiaL EDiTiON

INTRODUCTION

GranTurismo MC Centennial Edition in Rosso Magma4



BRILLIANT COLORS FOR A uNIQuE MASERATI

Massive red brake calipers are visible behind the spokes of the MC Design wheels, featuring the unique Maserati Centennial 
logo. An innovative laser process defines the white trim on the surface of the wheels’ Trident-shaped spokes. Carbon fiber 
detailing enhances the exterior, including the Centennial Special Edition’s rear spoiler, door handles and door mirrors.
To celebrate Maserati’s centennial in style, three additional, new triple-coat colors have been created, each one matched to 
specific interiors: Blu Inchiostro, Grigio Pietra (with mica providing an interesting metallic effect) and Bianco Birdcage. Nero 
Carbonio, Bianco Eldorado and Grigio Granito then complete the choice of paint colors.

THE masEraTi GraNTUrismO mC 
CENTENNiaL EDiTiON

EXTERIOR

20-inch MC Design wheel with Maserati Centennial logo
European specification shown
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SPORTING ELEGANCE
IN AN EXCLuSIVE INTERIOR  

Inside the GranTurismo MC Centennial Edition, the fusion of sportiness and elegance 
is enhanced by the aggressive Rosso Corallo accent stripe design on race-inspired 
seats upholstered in soft, black Poltrona Frau leather. The armrest, rear side panel 
mouldings and the red trident stitched into the headrest enhance this dynamic 
look. Black is the predominant color inside, traditional for the classic racing cars of 
the past. An extra touch of luxury comes from white double stitching that defines the 
profiles of the seats and the central tunnel panel, emphasizing Maserati’s quality of 
workmanship and attention to detail.

THE masEraTi GraNTUrismO mC 
CENTENNiaL EDiTiON

INTERIOR
Black Poltrona Frau leather interior with Rosso Corallo

accent stripe design and white contrast stitching
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uNFORGETTABLE ACCENTS

The steering wheel, covered in black leather with contrasting white stitching, is made unique by a special feature: a red 
stripe in the top of the rim that complements the competition theme of the interior. The car’s light weight and sporting 
pedigree are further enhanced by the extensive use of carbon fiber, which is used to trim the dashboard, door panels and 
rear side panels, as well as for the special tab at the base of the headrests. Carpets finished with a red edge and white 
stitching complete the look. Special carbon fiber doorsills bear the name of the car and the Maserati Centennial Edition logo.

THE masEraTi GraNTUrismO mC
CENTENNiaL EDiTiON

INTERIOR

European specification shown
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Carbon fiber hood in body color

the MAserAti grAnturisMo convertiBle Mc  |   CENTENNIAL EDITION

ORIGINS THAT INSPIRE

Maserati has been an innovator in convertible design from the very beginning. 
Cutting-edge in their time, the first Maserati open-top racing cars put drivers 
in touch with the elements, with speed and reliability that was the key 
to competition success. Indeed, the Maserati legacy is evident in every 
convertible masterpiece built throughout the marque’s glorious history. 
Especially today, Maserati convertibles make top-down driving an exhilarating 
experience, with the GranTurismo Convertible MC Centennial Edition representing 
the ultimate in motoring al fresco. Its power, performance, elegance and luxury 
are unrivalled, while its features and finishes are guaranteed to seduce all five 
of the senses.  

THE masEraTi GraNTUrismO CONVErTiBLE mC
CENTENNiaL EDiTiON

INTRODUCTION

GranTurismo Convertible MC Centennial Edition in Blu Inchiostro12



INk BLuE SETS THE SEAL ON A MODERN-DAY MASTERPIECE

The car’s exterior features carbon fiber details, including the rear spoiler, door handles and door mirrors. A feature 
borrowed from the GranTurismo MC not normally found on this model is the ultra-lightweight, body-colored, carbon fiber 
hood with central air intake and side air vents. The car’s lightness is further emphasized by the forged, 20-inch Trofeo 
Design wheels with Centennial logo, visible behind which are anodized matte blue brake calipers. 
The other three-coat special paint colors created to celebrate Maserati’s centennial have been designed to match 
specific interiors: Rosso Magma, Grigio Pietra (with mica providing an original metallic effect) and Bianco Birdcage. 
The selection is then completed by the availability of Nero Carbonio, Bianco Eldorado and Grigio Granito.

With racing looks designed to excite and inspire, the GranTurismo Convertible MC Centennial Edition 
makes a unique and stunning visual statement through its special Blu Inchiostro color. This special 
three-coat paint finish with deep, dark glints, has been specifically developed to combine with the 
lighter shades of the cabin, creating a dramatic transition between exterior and interior. It pays homage 
to Maserati’s racing blue, expressing the passion and intensity of the marque. 

THE masEraTi GraNTUrismO CONVErTiBLE mC
CENTENNiaL EDiTiON

EXTERIOR

20-inch Trofeo Design wheel with anodized matte blue
brake calipers and Maserati Centennial logo
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Bianco Pregiato Poltrana Frau leather interior with Blu Santorini
accent stripe design and Blu Sofisticato contrast stitching

TRAJECTORIES OF STYLE

The interior of the GranTurismo Convertible MC Centennial Edition is dominated 
by Poltrona Frau leather in Bianco Pregiato, with exquisite detailing such as 
the unusual Blu Santorini accent stripe design and contrasting stitching in 
Blu Sofisticato. This is the perfect color combination for a luxurious and sporting 
interior that comes into its own when opened up to the sun and sky. The Blu Santorini 
accent stripe design highlights the profiles of the race-inspired seats with integral 
headrests, important design elements that merge seamlessly into the lines of 
the bodywork. The special tab at the base of the front headrests is carbon fiber, 
like the decorative features on the dashboard, doors and rear side panels.

THE masEraTi GraNTUrismO CONVErTiBLE mC
CENTENNiaL EDiTiON

INTERIOR
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A SOPHISTICATED SIGNATuRE

The Blu Sofisticato double stitching of the upholstery also runs around the center of the dashboard and the central tunnel, 
and is carried over to the driver’s seat. At the wheel, the same contrasting stitching and the Blu Santorini leather accent 
stripe stand out, matching the leather of the seats and armrests. The carbon fiber doorsills, similar to those available in the 
MC Sport Line package, feature the name of the car and the unmistakable Maserati Centennial Edition logo.

THE masEraTi GraNTUrismO CONVErTiBLE mC
CENTENNiaL EDiTiON

INTERIOR

European specification shown
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

Length (MC)
   (Convertible MC)
Width (without side mirrors)
Width (with side mirrors)
Height
Wheelbase
Front track
Rear track
Front overhang (MC)
   (Convertible MC)
Rear overhang
Trunk capacity (MC)
   (Convertible MC)
Fuel tank capacity (MC)
   (Convertible MC)
Curb weight (Euro version, MC)
   (Euro version, Convertible MC)

Wheels (MC)
   (Convertible MC)
Tires (front)*
Tires (rear)*

192.1 in (4,881 mm)
194.2 in (4,933 mm)
75.3 in (1,915 mm)
80.9 in (2,056 mm)
53.2 in (1,353 mm)
115.8 in (2,942 mm)
62.4 in (1,586 mm)
62.5 in (1,590 mm)
34.3 in (873 mm)
36.4 in (925 mm)
41.9 in (1,066 mm) 
9.1 ft3 (260 l)
6.1 ft3 (173 l)
22.7 US gal (86 l) 
19.8 US gal (75 l)
4,144 lbs (1,880 kg)
4,349 lbs (1,973 kg)

20-inch MC Design
20-inch Trofeo Design
245/35-ZR20
285/35-ZR20

DIMENSIONS AND wEIGHTS

wHEELS AND TIRES

Cylinders and layout
Displacement
Bore/Stroke
Compression ratio
Transmission
Maximum power output
Engine speed at max power output
Peak torque 
Engine speed at peak torque
Maximum engine speed

90-degree V8
286 in3 (4,691 cm3)
3.7 in (94 mm)/3.3 in (84.5 mm)
11.25:1
MC Auto Shift (6-speed auto)
454 HP (338 kW/460 CV)
7,000 rpm
384 lb-ft (520 Nm)
4,750 rpm
7,200 rpm

ENGINE

Top speed (MC)
0-60 mph (0-100 km/h)
Top speed (Convertible MC)
0-60 mph (0-100 km/h)

185 mph (298 km/h)
4.7 s (4.8 s)
180 mph (289 km/h)
4.8 s (4.9 s)

PERFORMANCE

masEraTi GraNTUrismO mC CENTENNiaL EDiTiON
masEraTi GraNTUrismO CONVErTiBLE mC CENTENNiaL EDiTiON

TECHNICAL DATA

*Maserati cars are factory equipped with low-profile, high-performance summer tires which are 

more susceptible to road hazards and consequential damages and may wear at an accelerated 

rate. Driving over rough or damaged road surfaces, as well as debris, curbs and other obstacles, 

can cause serious damage to wheels, tires and suspension parts. Be careful to avoid road hazards 

and reduce your speed accordingly. Summer tires are not recommended for driving in cold-weather 

conditions; Maserati recommends winter tires for cold-weather conditions. See your Maserati Dealer 

for available tire options.

The illustrations and texts contained in this brochure are based on information available at the time of production and do not 
contain a description of specific characteristics of the car by the Manufacturer. Some models, equipment and accessories 
may not be available or may only become available after the automobile’s launch on the market. Maserati reserves the right 
to modify colors, designs and technical features at any time and without advance notice. Authorized Maserati Dealers will 
be glad to provide further details and updates in this regard. Discover the Maserati range by visiting www.maserati.us
©2014 Maserati North America, Inc. All rights reserved. Maserati and the Trident logo are registered trademarks of Maserati SpA. Maserati urges you to obey all posted speed limits.
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MED I A

Maserati invites you to visit www.MEDIA.MAsErAtI.coM to access latest press releases and pictures:

username: Autoshows  password: Maserati

*This access will expire on May 28, 2014. Please register individually at www.MEDIA.MAsErAtI.coM to access after that date.

 

North American media inquiries: MEDIA@MAsErAtIusA.coM

Images and information for North America available at: http://bIt.ly/1qMg09u


